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Book Title: need to know? Body Language

Book Description:

What does the gesture we use mean? how you can interpret what a person is really thinking about when they are talking to you? 
how you can become a better communicator? communication is a process in which two people in�uence each other through 
giving and receiving information. one of the channels we use to communicate is speech. However, we can still communicate 
through body language. this book provides us with clues to understand the eyes, face, head, hand, arms, legs…. etc languages.
Audience: Psychologist and adults who are keen on body language.

Art Direction [ Book Cover1]: trying to re�ect the language of body gestures and postures that reveal what we really think and 
mean in more attractive, interesting, strong, powerful and dynamic way.. more than the original cover. Moreover, Create a rela-
tionship between di�erent body parts that we can read its gesture and language by using elements related to language, which 
is Paper and element related to the body that is our body parts. Accordingly, Imagining that the body is an open book that we can 
read through and understand what people really think and mean. No need to write words on the paper, but it is our body’s parts 
that works as a words and language. 

Art Direction [ Book Cover2]: My art direction for the second book cover design is having di�erent body gestures and pose re�ect-
ing body language. I wanted to make it black and white to concentrate on the gesture rather than adding any color on it , because 
the color may re�ect a feeling and to the viewer and I want the viewer to focus on the body gestures more. 
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My idea in this design is repre-
senting di�erent body ges-
tures as something hidden 
and the viewer have to open 
the cover and get to know the 
image that re�ect the word 
outside it. The thing that 
bothers me in this design is 
that it is not practical. 
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Redesigned Book Cover
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These pages were taken from 
photography magazine and 
this article mainly talks about 
how to capture macro �ower 
images. However, this cover 
did not re�ect the content 
they only use large image for 
the background and the text 
is not clear. 
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Redesigned Magazine Cover




